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Indices 

• An index is a statistical measure of changes in a representative

group of individual data points over time.

• The data may be derived from any measure, e.g. company revenue,

national inflation, employment etc.

• For example if you wanted to find out how the stock market has

fared since the financial crisis of 2008 you can study the JSE All

share index and see how much the bourse has grown.

• Most index figures are averages but they are particularly useful

because they relate to a particular fixed point or base period.
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(1)Simple index numbers 

•All index numbers show the percentage 

changes over time

• index = value in any given year x   100 

value in base year

•The most common type of indices are price 

indices.  They compare the price in one year to 

the price in another year, called the base year 

•The index in the base year = 100
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Example of a simple price index

• Turn the following prices into an index series with 2003 

as the base year

Year    2003    2004    2005    2006    2007    2008

Price    £56      £62      £67      £72      £76      £84

Answer

Index   100    110.7    119.6   128.6  135.7  150.0

Sample working 2004: (62 ÷ 56) x 100 = 110.7

Sample interpretation In 2004 the price was 10.7%        

higher than in 2003.
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(2) Change of base year

•Over time a base year may become less 

meaningful

•Exam tip: To change to a new base year divide 

all index numbers by the index number of the 

new base year and multiply by 100

•Example of changing the base year

Re-base the index calculated in the previous 

worked example to the Year 2006
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Answer

Year       2003    2004    2005    2006    2007    2008

Price        £56      £62     £67       £72      £76     £84

Index if 2003 is base year:

100      110.7  119.6    128.6   135.7  150.0

Index if 2006 is base year:

77.8      86.1    93.0      100     105.5 116.6

Sample working 2003: (100 ÷ 128.6) x 100 = 77.8

Sample interpretation The price in 2003 was 77.8% of the 

price in the year 2006,
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(3) Splicing the series together

• If an index has been re-based it can be difficult 

to make comparisons to earlier years which 

were measured using the old index

•Splicing the series together solves this problem

• Involves redefining the base year of an index in 

a particular year and then restating the index 

values in previous years so that comparisons 

can be made
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Example of splicing a series together

• The price index below changed its base to 1983 after many 

years with base 1970. Recalculate it as a single series with 

base 1983. By how much have prices risen from 1981 to 

1985?

Year Price index

(1970 = 100)

1981                 271

1982                 277

1983                 280

(1983 =100)

1984                 104

1985                 107
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Answer

Year Price index Single index

(1970 = 100)

1981                 271           = 271/280 x 100 = 97

1982                 277           = 277/280 x 100 = 99

1983                 280                            100

(1983 =100)

1984                 104                           104

1985                 107                           107

• Now that we have a single series spanning both 1981 and 

1985, we can compare the two:

100 x (107/97) = 110

• So prices have risen by 10 per cent from 1981 to 1985
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(4) Chain base index numbers

•The base year moves forward each year so that 

each index is measured relative to the previous 

year

•Chain-base index=  this year’s value  x 100

last years value

•Example
Chain Week        Price                 Chain Index

1 £112 100

2 £117         = 117/112 x 100 = 104

3 £124         = 124/117 x 100 = 106
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(5)  Composite index numbers

•Most indices cover several items (for example, 

the Retail Prices Index includes over 650 items).

•Composite indices reveal the average change in 

value of a group of items over time.

•A weighted average of the individual index 
numbers is calculated to begin with

=∑ wx x = individual index 

∑w               w = weight
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Question on composite index numbers

•Three types of bread sold in a shop have the 

price indices 107.0, 103.6 and 102.9 with 

weights of  10: 2: 1 (relating to quantities sold).  

Find the weighted average index 

Answer

The weighted average index

= (10 x 107) = (2 x 103.6) + (1 x 102.9)

(10 +2 + 1)

= 106.2
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(6) Relative price indices

• When several items are being considered it is important 

to recognise the importance of the different items within 

the group. Hence a weighting is usually attached to each 

item. In the examination the weightings will always be 

given.

• The weights could be base year quantities (i.e. Q0) or values (i.e. 

P0Q0), or current year quantities or values (i.e. Q1 or P1Q1), or 

they could simply be decided on some other basis that is applicable

• Relative price index = ∑(w x (P1 /P0)  X  100   (given)

∑w

P1 = price in current year

P0 = price in base year

w= weight: either base or current year weight
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Example 
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Solution 
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Solution continued..

• The base-weighted relative price indices are:
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Question on relative price indices

Item              Price (2007)   Price (2008)    Weighting

Milk           40p per pint      45p per pint         10

Meat         £6.50 per kg     £6.00 per kg         7

Caviar       £12.40 per jar  £14.00 per jar       1

•Calculate a weighted relative price index for the 

data above and interpret your answer.
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Answer

P1/P0 W P1/P0 x W

Milk           45/40 = 1.125           10               11.250

Meat       6.00/6.50 = 0.923         7                6.461

Caviar    14.00/12.40 = 1.129     1 1.129

18 18.84

• Weighted relative price index = 18.84/18 x 100

= 104.7

• The average price rise of the three items has been 

4.7%
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(8) Choice of weighting

Advantages of base year weights

•Weightings can be used for several periods

•Comparisons can be made between several 

periods

Advantage of current year weights

•Weights remain up to date and reflect current 

trends and fashions
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(9) Quantity indices

•Calculated in a similar way to the price indices 

but changing quantities are measured instead of 

price

•Formula for a weighted relative quantity index

= ∑(w  x  (Q1/Q0))  X   100     (given)

∑w

where Q1 = the current year quantity

and Q0 = the base year quantity
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Question on quantity indices

•A company manufactures two products, A and B. 

The sales figures over the past three years have 

been as follows:
Year                                A                                B

Sales (000s)            Sales (000s)

2006                                386                             533

2007                                397                             542

2008                                404                             550

Weighting                           22                               19

•Using 2006 as a base, compute a weighted relative 

quantity index for 2007 and 2008, and interpret 

their values.
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Answer

2006 to 2007

Q1/Q0 W Q1/Q0 x W

A           397/386 = 1.028        22 22.616  

B           542/533 = 1.017        19 19.323

41 41.939

• Weighted relative quantity index = 41.939/41 

x 100

= 102.29

• The sales rose by an average of 2.29% from 

2006 to 2007
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2006 to 2008

Q1/Q0 W Q1/Q0 x W

A           404/386 = 1.047        22 23.034  

B           550/533 = 1.032        19 19.608

41 42.642

• Weighted relative quantity index = 42.642/41 

x 100

= 104.00

• The sales rose by an average of 4.00% from 

2006 to 2008
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Inflation 

• One of the most common areas indices are used is in 

measuring and dealing with inflation.

• When describing cash flows it is important to clarify 

whether inflation is included in the figures.

• Money cashflows: include predicted inflation and other 

price rises – they are the actual cash flows that take 

place. If I am awarded a 3% pay rise, then my gross 

salary will increase by 3% in money terms

• Real cashflows: have had general inflation taken out of 

them. If general inflation is 3% per annum, then a 3% 

pay rise leaves me no better off in real terms – I cannot 

buy any more goods than before.
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Consumer Price Index CPI

• the CPI measures the average change from month to month in the prices of 

consumer goods and services.

• It represents a ‘shopping basket’ containing those goods and services on 

which people typically spend their money. As the prices of the various items 

in the basket change over time, so does the total cost of the basket. 

Movements in the CPI index represent the changing cost of this 

representative shopping basket.

• The goods and services contained in the South African CPI basket and 

their weights can be viewed on the Stats SA website, www.statssa.gov.za

• The contents of the basket are fixed within each year so that any 

differences month-on-month are purely because of price changes. The 

contents of the basket may however be updated annually to reflect 

changing consumer preferences

http://www.statssa.gov.za/
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Adjusting for inflation

• There are many situations, business and other, where it 

is important to make adjustments for inflation.

• For example, a company may wish to adjust its Revenue 

figures to reveal the real change in sales, or an 

employee may wish to adjust his/her salary to hopefully 

reveal a real increase in income and purchasing power. 

• The government and many employers often use inflation 

as a guide to pay increases and taxation changes.

• Investors may want to update their required return to 

reflect the inflation expectations.
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Illustration 
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Solution..

• To compare two sets of index numbers, it is often useful to rebase both 

sets of figures to the same base. Here rebasing the inflation figures to 2003 

will enable the index numbers to be compared directly. To get a wages 

index in real terms we can then divide the wages index by the rebased 

inflation index.

• This shows that wages have gone up by 9% over the two years while 

inflation by 8.2%.

• Overall wages have increased in real terms by 0.7%

Year 2003 2004 2005

Inflation index 

(rebased to 2003)

100 103.6 108.2

Wages index 

(money terms) 

100 106.0 109.0

Wages index (real 

terms) 

100 102.3 100.7


